Occo

Table 222/71 with a solid oak table top, chair 224/24. In clubs and lounges, Occo Conference chairs and tables made of solid oak help create
the sort of relaxed atmosphere that encourages people to engage with one another.
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Occo
222 range, design: jehs+laub

When furnishing contemporary workspaces, one of the biggest challenges is to ensure that the design of the different areas varies but that a common theme prevails throughout. And, with the distinctive shape of the seat shells
and the cut-out sections in the backrests, Occo rises to the challenge. These not only give the chair an airy, light
appearance and outstanding comfort, but are a common denominator throughout the range. The furniture is the
perfect choice anywhere where people come together to interact, learn, develop new concepts or simply just party.
Two seat shells, six colors, four types of upholstery and frames produce a grand total of 192 models for multipurpose or seminar spaces, meetings or company restaurants. Roomy, fully upholstered seat shells plus a choice of
two backrest heights and six frames add up to 12 types of chair for clubs, casinos, lobbies and conference areas
where a prestigious look and feel are required. And bar stools that come in six colors and two heights, upholstered
types and diverse frames, as well as tables, make the range the sort of pick-and-mix kit that checks all the boxes
but retains one design language throughout.

221/10
Multipurpose chair,
not upholstered

222/32
Visitor chair,
with seat cushioning

224/23
Upholstered chair,
standard height backrest

224/64
Upholstered chair,
medium-height backrest

223/10
Bar stool,
with seat cushioning

223/21
Bar stool,
not upholstered

222/90
Table, oval
90 × 180 cm (35⅜" × 70⅞"),
H 73 cm (28¾")

222/61
High table, square
90 × 90 cm (35⅜" × 35⅜"),
H 106 cm (41¾")

See pages 12/13 for an overview of models with sizes
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Table 222/70 with an HPL table top, table 222/90 with an HPL table top, Insit table 780/2 with an oak veneer table top, design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger,
chair 222/31, chair 222/32, chair 221/22, bar stool 223/20, Stitz 201/2, design: Hans Roericht.
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The versions of Occo and Occo SC (without armrests) and without upholstery are lightweight, comfortable and practical, making them ideal for
company restaurants and cafés.
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Table 222/90 with an HPL table top, chair 222/40 with a felt pad. If non-slip felt pads are kept in storage, models without upholstery can be
turned into seating for meetings and seminars in no time.
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Occo Conference 224/53, Graph table 300/40 with an oak veneer table top, design: jehs+laub. When used in meetings, the models with
a four-star base and active rocking technology ensure dynamic comfort and casters make them flexible options.
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Occo Conference 224/53, Graph table 300/50 with a maple veneer table top, design: jehs+laub. The frames of the table and chairs match
each other perfectly.
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The optional return springs automatically turn the seat shells back to their original positions, which ensures the room looks neat and
orderly once people have got up and left.
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Table 222/90 with a solid oak table top, chair 222/21. Scalable design options to coordinate with the interior design lend project spaces,
for instance, very different atmospheres that range from a home-like appeal...
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... to cool and hip. How useful that, in terms of functionality, the frames are ideal for all sorts of requirements.
Table 222/91 in standing height with an HPL table top, AT Mesh counter stool 187/11, design: Wilkhahn.
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222/10
Multipurpose chair,
not upholstered
 83 (32⅝")  57 (22½")
 58 (22⅞")  44 (17⅜")
up to 10 are stackable

222/11
Multipurpose chair,
with seat cushioning
 83 (32⅝")  57 (22½")
 58 (22⅞")  44 (17⅜")
up to 6 are stackable

222/21
Multipurpose chair,
with seat cushioning
 83 (32⅝")  57 (22½")
 55 (21⅝")  44 (17⅜")

222/30
Visitor chair, not
upholstered
 83 (32⅝")  57 (22½")
 56 (22")
 44 (17⅜")

222/32
Visitor chair,
with padding on the inside
 83 (32⅝")  57 (22½")
 56 (22")
 44 (17⅜")

222/40
Task chair,
not upholstered
 83 (32⅝")  57 (22½")
 65 (25⅝")  44 (17⅜")

224/14
Upholstered chair,
medium-height backrest
 103 (40½")  66 (26")
 64 (25¼")  44 (17⅜")

224/23
Upholstered chair,
standard height backrest
 93 (36⅝")  66 (26")
 64 (25¼")  44 (17⅜")

223/20
Bar stool,
not upholstered
 87 (34¼")  52 (20½")
 49 (19¼")  75 (29½")

223/21
Bar stool,
with seat cushioning
 87 (34¼")  52 (20½")
 49 (19¼")  75 (29½")

223/11
Bar stool,
with seat cushioning
 87 (34¼")  54 (21¼")
 52 (20½")  75 (29½")
up to 8 are stackable

222/81
Rectangular high table
90 × 190 (35⅜" × 74¾"),
H 106 (41¾")
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221/10
Multipurpose chair,
not upholstered
 83 (32⅝")  55 (21⅝")
 53 (20⅞")  44 (17⅜")
up to 10 are stackable

221/22
Multipurpose chair,
with padding on the inside
 83 (32⅝")  54 (21¼")
 56 (22")
 44 (17⅜")

221/30
Visitor chair,
not upholstered
 83 (32⅝")  51 (20⅛")
 53 (20⅞")  44 (17⅜")

221/30
Visitor chair,
with a felt pad
 83 (32⅝")  51 (20⅛")
 53 (20⅞")  44 (17⅜")

224/34
Upholstered chair,
medium-height backrest
 103 (40½")  66 (26")
 63 (24¾")  44 (17⅜")

224/43
Upholstered chair,
standard height backrest
 93 (36⅝")  66 (26")
 63 (24¾")  44 (17⅜")

224/54
Upholstered chair,
medium-height backrest
 102 (40⅛")  66 (26")
 63 (24¾")  44 (17⅜")

224/63
Upholstered chair,
standard height backrest
 88/98 (34⅝"/38⅝")
 66 (26")
 63 (24¾")
 39/49 (15⅜"/19¼")

222/81
Table, oak
90 × 190 (35⅜" × 74¾"), H 73 (28¾")

222/90
Table, oval
90 × 180 (35⅜" × 70⅞"), H 73 (28¾")

All sizes in metric and imperial measurements.
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The shell and armrests provide
a high level of transparency and
sprung comfort.

The Occo SC range comes without
armrests.

The padding on the inside is
placed on the seat and backrest and
is replaceable.

Leather-covered padding on the inside
makes Occo a compact chair for clubs.

With a five-star base frame, Occo turns
into a temporary chair for people to
work on.

The four-leg chair with its chromeplated, steel-tubing frame is stackable.

The through-dyed plastic shells are available in six colors. The metal base frames are color matched or have bright
chrome plating, which makes the four-leg chair a multipurpose option and up to ten of them in the version without
and up to eight of them in the version with upholstery can be stacked on top of one another. If the goal is to position
a maximum number of chairs at tables or in rows, we recommend the Occo SC (Side Chair) range of models. The shell
comes without armrests, making its design more slimline, so users can adopt a range of different postures. Just like
all the other models, both multipurpose types are available without upholstery, with a felt pad placed on them, with
seat cushioning or with seat and back cushioning.
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In the case of the Occo Conference, the four-leg, tubular steel
frame looks particularly sophisticated...

... while the conical, wooden legs convey ease and comfort.

Active rocking technology and the aluminum star base turn
the model into an agile conference chair.

The accurately fashioned covers underscore the chair’s
clear contours and highlight the different support zones in
the upholstery.

The Occo Conference range stands apart for its roomy, molded plywood seat shells that come with extra foam padding. They are available in two backrest heights and six types of frame. Similarly to the other models with tubular
steel four-leg frames, they come with four legs made of solid oak, with four-star bases on glides, or five-star bases
made of tubular steel on casters, each coated in different colors or with bright chrome plating. Then there are also
models with die-cast aluminum star bases, matte polished, bright chrome-plated, or coated in black or white with a
textured matte finish. In the interests of seamless solutions, active rocking technology turns the task chair with its
four-star base on glides into a dynamic conference chair and extra height adjustment in the model with a five-star
base on casters into an office chair.
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The bar stools’ ergonomic seat shells provide support...

... and have the typical Occo cut-out section to provide
transparency and elasticity.

The foot ring all the way round gives extra strength to the base
frame with its solid oak legs.

The skid base is made from a bright chrome-plated round steel
bar, making the bar stool stackable.

The bar stools are available in seating heights of 65 cm (25⅝") and 75 cm (29½"). The cut-out section of the seat shell
is what’s characteristic about the chairs’ design and is made in such a way that they all match each other perfectly.
Optionally not upholstered, with a felt pad or with cushioning, they invite people to take a seat and are easy to grab
and pick up. A tubular metal skid base, color-matched with the seat shell, with a footrest at the front and a four-leg
frame made of solid oak with a foot ring all the way round tap into all sorts of design options. If the skid base has
bright chrome plating, up to ten bar stools can be stacked on top of one another.
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The tubular steel table frames match the design of the star base frames and are optionally available with dark gray glides with a
textured matte finish, or lockable casters.

Bright chrome-plated, round steel stretchers on the rectangular and oval tables in standing height help to reinforce the conical oak legs.

The tables match the Occo chairs. Melamine pre-bonded plywood table panels, MDF panels with genuine wood
veneers, black or white through-dyed HPL panels or solid oak panels provide choice for all sorts of settings and
designs. The star-base frames are made of metal tubing coated in different colors or have bright chrome plating
and are optionally available on glides or casters. The four-leg frames of the tables in seating and standing heights
are made of solid oak.
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222 range chairs

Frame surfaces, seat and backrest shells, Occo, Occo SC and Occo bar stool

Additional frame surfaces

Black, gray, gray-beige, orange-red, blue-gray or white, textured matte finish

Bright chrome-plated tubular steel and
round steel bar, solid oak

Frame surfaces, Occo Conference

Bright chrome-plated tubular steel, black or white coated with a textured matte finish, solid oak, die-cast aluminum, coated in black
or white with a textured matte finish, matte-polished or bright chrome-plated

Felt pads

Anthracite, light mottled hue, graphite, mango, verde, deep water

Upholstery materials

37 Racer | 38 Era | 54 Pitch | 58 Evida | 60 Blend | 66 Lona | 68 Kvadrat Remix 2 | 69 Granite

91 Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3 | 92 Credo | 74 Leather | 87 Leather
See the price list or catalog for details of all upholstery materials and more colors

Awards (Please note: The design prizes only apply to certain types of model)
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222 range tables

Shapes

Square: 90 × 90 cm (35⅜" × 35⅜"). Rectangular: 80/90 × 160/190 cm (31¼"/35⅜" × 63"/74¾"). Oval: 90 – 180/200 cm (35⅜" – 70⅞"/78¾")
Round: Ø 100 cm (39⅜"). Height: depending on the table top material 73.0 – 74.4 cm (28¾" – 29¼"), Standing table height depending on
the table top material 105 – 106 cm (41⅜" – 41¾")

Edge profiles

Solid wood lipping, rounded on the bottom, straight plastic lipping, chamfered wood lipping or chamfered HPL solid wood lipping

Frame versions

Bright chrome-plated tubular steel, black or white coated with a textured matte finish or solid oak

Table top groups

Direct coating, black or white through-dyed, veneer variant 1 or 2 (in the case of a solid wood frame, no veneer variant 2), solid oak,
for further surfaces see the price list or catalog
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Table 222/90 with an HPL table top, chair 222/21.
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